DESIGN DEPOSIT AGREEMENT
The Perfect Fit USA Design & Equipment Company design deposit will include:

- A proposed equipment floor plan* including floor sinks and quoted equipment. Optional plan elevations will be included at an additional cost. This plan will include all equipment recommended and will be based on your supplied facility dimensions. Five original plan copies “to scale” will be delivered by mail and via e-mail if possible. Unrestricted number of revisions included.

- A detailed Equipment Quotation and Equipment Fixture Schedule will accompany the above floor plan including manufacturer, model number, electrical and/or gas specifications, weight, and dimensions for each piece of equipment quoted. Cut sheets will be provided as applicable. These documents will list the recommended equipment for your specific needs including delivery and installation (or as stated). Any and all taxes will be the responsibility of the purchaser.

- The Perfect Fit USA will be available by phone or e-mail to the purchaser, architect, agent or general contractor to answer any additional questions pertinent to the equipment or plan.

- The Perfect Fit USA will require $1,650.00 design deposit. This total of $1,650.00 will be paid in advance of delivering the Project Manual which includes the Floor Plan, Equipment Fixture Schedule, Cut Sheets, and Quotation to purchaser.

- The Perfect Fit USA will credit $1,650.00 of the deposit towards the purchase of certain quoted equipment from The Perfect Fit USA if the following conditions are met:
The single or collective new equipment purchase must be $20,000.00 (pre-tax and freight) or more. A credit will be applied to the final invoice. There will be no credit without new equipment purchases. The equipment applicable for credit will include but not be limited to; Display Cases, Soft Serve & Batch Freezer, Slicers, Espresso Machines & Accessories, Mixer-Blenders, Dipping Cabinets, Self Contained Refrigeration, Walk-in Coolers/Freezers, Custom and Prefab Cabinetry, Sinks & Plumbing, Furniture, Shelving, Ovens, Fryers, Griddles, Cooking Equipment, Ice Machines, Gondolas, Fountain Machines, Ventilation Hoods, Fountain Machines, and Menu Boards.

Example:

Purchased Bakery Display Cases $ 13,000.00
Purchased Walk-in Freezer    $  8,000.00
Total                        $ 21,000.00
Credit                       <$ 1,650.00>
Balance Due                  $ 19,350.00

*In many states and cities, the above floor plan is sufficient to secure approvals for Building Permits and Health Department Plans. Being unaware of all your local requirements, we make no such claim. The Perfect Fit USA is not responsible for the construction from the floor plan nor the acceptance by your local authorities.

Customer Acceptance;     Approved By;  
_______________________________   _______________________________
Brian Morris
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